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Abstract
The well-known complexity class NP contains combinatorial problems, whose optimization counter-
parts are important for many practical settings. These problems typically consider full knowledge
about the input. In practical settings, however, uncertainty in the input data is a usual phenomenon,
whereby this is normally not covered in optimization versions of NP problems.

One concept to model the uncertainty in the input data, is recoverable robustness. The instance
of the recoverable robust version of a combinatorial problem P is split into a base scenario σ0 and
an uncertainty scenario set S. The base scenario and all members of the uncertainty scenario set are
instances of the original combinatorial problem P . The task is to calculate a solution s0 for the
base scenario σ0 and solutions s for all uncertainty scenarios σ ∈ S such that s0 and s are not too
far away from each other according to a distance measure, so s0 can be easily adapted to s. This
paper introduces Hamming Distance Recoverable Robustness, in which solutions s0 and s have to be
calculated, such that s0 and s may only differ in at most κ elements.

We survey the complexity of Hamming distance recoverable robust versions of optimization
problems, typically found in NP for different scenario encodings. The complexity is primarily
situated in the lower levels of the polynomial hierarchy. The main contribution of the paper is
a gadget reduction framework that shows that the recoverable robust versions of problems in a
large class of combinatorial problems is ΣP

3 -complete. This class includes problems such as Vertex
Cover, Independent Set, Dominating Set, Coloring, Hamiltonian Path or Subset Sum and
many more. Additionally, we expand the results to ΣP

2m+1-completeness for multi-stage recoverable
robust problems with m ∈ N stages.
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1 Introduction

The concept of robustness in the field of optimization problems is a collection of models that
consider uncertainties in the input. These uncertainties may for example arise from faulty
or inaccurate sensors or from a lack of knowledge. Robustness measures can model these
types of uncertainty that occur in practical optimization instances into an uncertainty set.
The goal is to find solutions that are stable over all possible uncertainties in the uncertainty
set. That is, these solutions remain good but not necessarily optimal regardless what the
uncertainties turn out be in reality.

One specific robustness concept is recoverable robustness, which is a recently introduced
concept [30]. The input of a recoverable robust version of a problem P is a base scenario
σ0, which is an instance of problem P , as well as a set of uncertainty scenarios S, whose
members are again instances of P . The set of uncertainty scenarios S is the uncertainty
set of the problem. We are asked to compute a base solution s0 to the base scenario σ0
and to compute recovery solutions s to all members of the uncertainty scenarios σ ∈ S such
that s0 and all s are not too far away from each other corresponding to a distance measure.
The solution on the base scenario does not directly include the uncertainties but needs to
include the potential to adapt the base solution s0 to solutions s within the given distance
between the solutions. Thus, the base solution s0 may be restricted by these possibly harmful
scenarios. We consider mostly decision problems without cost functions, that is, we ask
whether a solution exists or not without considering costs on the elements. This, however, is
not a limitation because the corresponding decision problems with cost functions are equally
complex.

From a worst-case-analysis point of view, we assume that the uncertainty scenarios are
chosen by an adversary. The algorithm computes a base solution with the potential to adapt
to all scenarios. Then, the adversary chooses the most harmful scenario based on the base
solution. Finally, the algorithm computes a recovery solution to adapt to the chosen scenario.

A more general concept is multi-stage recoverable robustness, in which not only one set of
scenarios is provided but m sets of uncertainty scenarios. The m-stage recoverable robust
problem asks to solve the recoverable robust problem on the individual sets of scenarios
inductively. That is, a base solution s0 has to be found such that one can recover from s0
for the first set of scenarios S1 to a solution s1 such that one can recover from s1 for the
second set of scenarios S2 and so forth such that one can recover from sm−1 for the m-th set
of scenarios Sm to a solution sm.

1.1 Related Work
Recoverable robustness is a recently introduced concept by Liebchen et al. [30] to model
uncertainty. A generalized concept of recoverable robustness is multi-stage recoverable
robustness, which was introduced by Cicerone et al. [17]. Recoverable Robustness is used
in many practical settings such as different optimization areas in air transport [22, 20, 32].
Furthermore, recoverable robustness plays a crucial role in railway optimization, a survey on
this area can be found in [31]. Considered problems in railway optimization are to be found
on all stages of railway operation, such as network design [35, 12], Rolling Stock Planning
[10, 11], Shunting [15] and Timetabling [16, 14, 19, 18, 25, 4].

Our focus lies on the complexity of recoverable robust problems. Goerigk et al. [26]
analyzed the problems Independent Set and Traveling Salesman and showed the
ΣP

3 -hardness of these problems. All other contributions analyzed the problems only on
their NP-hardness or their approximability, whereby different distance measures between
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the solutions are of interest. The concept of k-dist recoverable robustness was introduced by
Büsing [5] but was also used in [27]. A k-dist recoverable robust problem asks for a solution
for a base scenario and solutions for one or more scenarios, from which we want to recover,
by adding at most k elements to the recovery scenario solution, which were not used in
the base scenario solution. Besides, the k-dist measure there are also measures which limit
the number of deleted elements [8] or exchanged [13] elements. Furthermore, combinations
of these distance measures are analyzed as well in the literature [9]. Hamming distance
recoverable robustness is also used in the literature [21, 26]. Among the studied recoverable
robust problems is Knapsack, which is NP-hard for different distance measures between the
solutions [9, 8, 7]. Recoverable Robust versions of problems that are in PTIME are shown
to be NP-complete as well such as Shortest Path, which is NP-hard for k-dist [6], or
Matching [21]. Furthermore, the Single Machine Scheduling problem is 2-approximable
[3] and the recoverable robust Traveling Salesman is 4-approximable [13]. Moreover, the
recoverable robust version of Spanning Tree [27] is shown to be in PTIME.

1.2 Contribution
To the best of the author’s knowledge, recoverable robustness optimization was primarily
studied on algorithms for special problems. Corresponding complexity results mainly consider
only NP-hardness results. The only contribution on the complexity of recoverable robust
problems within the polynomial hierarchy is from Goerigk et al. [26]. Their paper was written
independently and in parallel to this paper. They, however, study the complexity of problem
with uncertainties in the cost function of the elements. Our contribution focuses on problems
with the uncertainty over the elements that is whether an element is included in a scenario or
not. We show that the complexity of problems based on this concept are typically not only
NP-hard but are situated higher in the polynomial hierarchy by constructing a reduction
framework. We study this on the concept of Hamming distance recoverable robustness, which
is adapted from Büsing’s k-dist recoverable robustness concept [5].

For the complexity analysis, different forms of encodings are of interest. If the scenarios are
encoded such that an explicit encoding of the scenarios can be computed in polynomial time,
the problem stays NP-complete. Furthermore, we survey two forms of succinct encodings,
xor-dependencies and Γ-set scenarios. The succinct encoding with xor-dependencies or Γ-set
scenarios induces a combinatorial explosion because with a linear number of uncertainty
elements exponential many scenarios can be encoded. This combinatorial explosion leads to
a complexity which lies higher in the polynomial hierarchy. While all results other than the
results on the Γ-set scenarios were developed independently from Goerigk et al. [26], the
results for the Γ-set scenarios build upon the idea of their reduction of the Robust Adjustable
SAT problem.

Our main contribution is a gadget reduction framework, which uses a specific definition
of combinatorial problems based on a ground set and its relations. Different gadget reduction
concepts were studied for example by Agrawal et al. [1], who defined gadget reductions under
AC0 for NP-completeness mapping one bit of the input of one problem to a bounded number
of bits in the other problem. A further form of gadget reduction was introduced by Trevisan
et al. [34], who formalized constraints of a linear program to be a gadget in the reduction
between linear programs. We, however, need a different concept of gadgets build upon the
combinatorial elements of the combinatorial problem. Thereby, each combinatorial element
is mapped to a gadget that simulates the behavior of this element in the other problem. This
form of reduction, however, preserves the scenarios structurally independent of the encoding.
Thus, this gadget reduction framework allows for reductions between Hamming distance
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recoverable robust problems. Thus, we are able to show that the recoverable robust versions
of typical NP-complete combinatorial problems with xor-dependencies or Γ-set scenarios
are ΣP3 -complete. Finally, we extend these results to multi-stage recoverable robustness by
showing that typical NP-complete combinatorial problems are ΣP2m+1-complete for m ∈ N ,
where m is the number of stages.

1.3 Paper Summary
In the second section, we build a framework for combinatorial decision problems to define
Hamming distance recoverable robust problems. In the third section, we use the framework
to survey the complexity for polynomially computable scenario encodings. Thereby, we
consider typical problems, which are in NP or NP-complete. The fourth section consists of
the analysis of succinctly encoded scenarios and their complexity. Furthermore, we look at
multi-stage recoverable robustness and its complexity. At last, we establish a whole class of
Hamming distance recoverable robust problems by using our combinatorial decision problem
framework and universe gadget reductions.

2 Preliminaries

In this paper, we define Hamming distance recoverable robustness, which is also used in
the literature [21, 26]. We show complexity results for a large class of Hamming distance
recoverable robust problems. For this, we use a special type of reduction, which can be used
for many combinatorial problems based on scenarios on the combinatorial elements of the
problem instance.

2.1 Combinatorial Problems
In order to state a general theorem on recoverable robust problems, we need a general
definition of combinatorial problems. We begin with a rather standard definition of all
relations R that are based on a ground set U , which we call the universe. For a useful
definition of the scenarios, it is important to have a precise access on the combinatorial
elements of the base combinatorial problem. These combinatorial elements are exactly the
universe U and the relations R that can be build from U .

I Definition 1 (Relations over a set).
Let U be a set. Then R(U) is the set of all relations based on elements of U defined by the
smallest set fulfilling the following:

U ∈ R(U) (1)
A ∈ R(U), if A ⊆ B ∈ R(U) (2)

×
i

Ai ∈ R(U), if for all i, Ai ∈ R(U) (3)

We denote the set of relational elements that include r ∈ A ∈ R(U) by R(r).

The set R(U) is a collection of all relations that can be built from U . This general
definition aims to include all combinatorial problems. All problems that we consider in this
paper use some finite subset of these relations. For example a graph G = (V,E) consists of
the universe U = V , which are the vertices, and the edges E ∈ R(U) are a relation over V .
Additionally k-partitions may be defined as a k-ary relation, which is a subset of V k and so
on.
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Now, we define combinatorial decision problems. In computer science, problems are
defined as a formal language which is a set of words. This formal language includes all
words that are a YES-instance and the goal is to decide whether the given instance is an
element of the formal language or not. In mathematical optimization, optimization problems
usually are defined by a set of feasible solutions and an optimization function, which has to
be minimized or maximized. Then, the input, which is usually specified by some form of
mathematical program, is omitted. We need to combine these approaches for our analysis
of recoverable robustness. On the one hand, recoverable robust problems are combinatorial
problems which are defined over the solution as the solutions need to be within a distance of
each other according to a distance measure. On the other hand, the complexity analysis is
executed on decision problems which involve a definition over a formal language.

I Definition 2 (Combinatorial Decision Problem).
A combinatorial decision problem PA is a set of tuples (U,R, F (R)) with the set of universe
elements U , relations R ∈ R(U)r, r ∈ N, and the set of feasible solutions F (R) ⊆ R(U)s, s ∈
N. The formal language of PA is the set

{R | (U,R, F (R)) is tuple of PA such that F (R) 6= ∅}.

We use index set I to easily address the members of the tuples R and F (R). In other words,
Input: R = (R1, . . . , Rr), Ri ∈ R(U), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and R1 = U .
Question: Is F (R) 6= ∅?

For simplicity, we may omit the dependence of the feasible solutions F (R) on the relations
R and write F . For a better understanding, an example for a combinatorial decision problem
is the Undirected s-t-Connectivity (UstCon).

I Example 3 (Undirected s-t-Connectivity Problem).
The problem UstCon asks if there is a s-t-path in an undirected graph. The input of
UstCon is a graph G = (V,E) and two vertices s, t ∈ V . A feasible solution is a path from
s to t in G.
This translates to the following tuple (U,R, F ). The universe U consists of the vertices V of
graph G, that is, U = V . The relations in R are the vertices s and t and edges e ∈ E(G),
that is, R = (V, s, t, E). The set of feasible solutions F are all s-t-paths p ∈ P in G, that is,
F = P ⊆×|V |i=0 V

i.

Observe that for combinatorial problems, the encoding of the input and the solutions
depends only on the universe of elements. Thus, the universe elements in U build the atoms
of the problem. The relations R model the relations between these atoms. The feasible
solutions F model all possible combinations of universe elements and relations that are
feasible. For this, additional feasibility relations of the combinatorial problem from R(U),
which are not part of R, are part of the feasible solution set.

2.2 Scenarios for Robust Problems
Before we are able to define Hamming distance recoverable robust problems, we need to define
scenarios. Scenarios are a central concept in robust optimization, which model the uncertainty.
A Hamming distance recoverable robust problem PHDRRA is based on a combinatorial problem
PA. A scenario is then defined as follows.

I Definition 4 (Scenarios).
A scenario of the problem PHDRRA is a problem instance of the problem PA.
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We distinguish the base scenario from recovery scenarios. The base scenario σ0 is the
instance on which the first solution s0 has to be computed. The recovery scenarios σ ∈ S are
the scenarios for which the solution s, that has to be adapted from s0, have to be computed.
All scenarios of a problem may share universe elements or relation elements.

2.2.1 Encoding of Scenarios
For scenarios, we use explicit encodings, implicit encodings or succinct encodings. These
types are all based on combinatorial elements of an instance. That is, we consider elemental
uncertainty, for which it is uncertain whether a combinatorial element is part of a scenario
or not. This is different to uncertainty over the costs of elements, where the underlying
combinatorial elements remain the same for all scenarios. We focus on problems, where the
uncertainty is defined over all combinatorial elements, that is universe elements and relation
elements. If a combinatorial element is not part of a scenario, then all relation elements that
include this combinatorial element are discarded in the scenario as well. For example, if a
vertex v in a graph problem is discarded, then all edges incident to v are discarded, too.
We denote this removal of combinatorial elements with U \ {r} and R \R(r), whereby the
removal of r removes all relations R(r) that contain r.

First, we will use explicit encodings by providing the complete instance encoding over the
base problem PA. Additionally, we use implicitly encodings by providing a set of all elements
that are different from base scenario σ0. We call the elements that are part of the current
scenario the active elements. In other words, active elements are those elements that are
usable in a solution to the scenario, otherwise we call the elements inactive. Furthermore,
we address succinct encodings of scenarios as well. These encodings usually encode an
exponential number of scenarios in polynomial space. The well-known Γ-scenarios fall into
this category as well as later defined xor-dependencies, which use logical operators between
the elements to encode which element is part of a scenario.

2.3 Hamming Distance Recoverable Robust Problems
Now, we define Hamming distance recoverable robust problems. For this, we need a definition
of the Hamming distance over a set.

I Definition 5 (Hamming Distance of Sets).
Let A,B be two sets. Then, we define the Hamming distance H(A,B) of set A and B to be

H(A,B) := |A M B| = |{x | either x ∈ A or x ∈ B}|

Intuitively, a Hamming distance recoverable robust problem PHDRRA is based on a normal
combinatorial decision problem PA, e.g. UstCon. We not only have to find a solution for
one instance, but for one base scenario σ0 and for all recovery scenarios S. That is, we can
recover from every possible scenario with a new solution to the problem. The solutions to
the recovery, nonetheless, may have a Hamming distance of at most κ to the solution of the
base scenario. Formally, we obtain the following definition.

I Definition 6 (Hamming Distance Recoverable Robust Problem).
A Hamming distance recoverable robust problem PHDRRA is a combinatorial problem based on
a combinatorial problem PA. The instances are defined as tuples (U,R, F (R)) with

U = U0 ∪
⋃
σ∈S Uσ is the universe. The universe is the union over all universe elements

that occur in the scenarios.
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R = (R0, (Rσ)σ∈S) = ((U0, R
2
0, . . . , R

r
0), (Uσ, R2

σ, . . . , R
r
σ)σ∈S) are the relations. The

relations are separate for each scenario.
F (R) = (F0(R0), (Fσ(Rσ))σ∈S, {(s0, (sσ)σ∈S) | H(s0, sσ) ≤ κ for all σ ∈ S}) are the
feasible solutions. The Hamming distance H(s, s′) is defined over the universe elements
in the solutions s, s′.

In other words, we define the problem as
Input: R = (R0, (Rσ)σ∈S).
Question: Is F (R) 6= ∅?

The feasible solutions are included separately for each scenario in F . Only the last
relation covers the Hamming distance of κ between the solution s0 for the base scenario σ0
and the recovery solutions sσ for each scenario σ ∈ S.

Observe that the specifications are no restriction because every decision problem can
be formulated as one base scenario and no recovery scenarios, that is S = ∅. On the other
hand, the base problem PA is a restriction of PHDRRA by setting S = ∅. Furthermore, the
base scenario is defined by σ0 = (U0, R0, F0) and all uncertainty scenarios σ ∈ S are defined
by σ = (Uσ, Rσ, Fσ).

Again, we provide an example for a better understanding of the definition and again, we
use the UstCon problem.

I Example 7 (Hamming Distance Recoverable Robust UstCon).
Let G = (V,E) a simple graph and s, t ∈ V . Hamming Distance Recoverable Robust
UstCon, short UstConHDRR, is a Hamming distance recoverable robust problem with un-
certainties over universe V (G). We may include cost functions cV on V (G) or cE on E(G) in
order to find a short s-t-path; the feasible solutions are all paths that are shorter than some k.

The input R contains the following scenarios: Each scenario σ ∈ S encodes which vertices
are available in σ. (If we search for a short undirected s-t-path, each scenario σ ∈ S also
encodes the costs on the vertices or edges.)
The feasible solutions F consists of all paths (p, pσ∈S) ∈ Pσ0 ×Pσ∈S leading from s to t
such that H(p, pσ) ≤ κ, for all σ ∈ S.

∃p ∈ Pσ0 : ∀σ ∈ S : ∃pσ ∈ Pσ : (p, pσ) ∈ F.

3 Recoverable Robust Problems with Polynomially Computable
Scenario Encodings

We now survey the problems with polynomially computable scenario encodings. That is, all
scenarios can be polynomially computed into fully encoded instances. For this, we will first
establish the containment in NP and after that the hardness of such problems.

I Theorem 8. Let PA ∈ NP. Then PHDRRA ∈ NP, if the set of scenarios S of PHDRRA is
polynomially computable.

Proof. We present a polynomially verifiable certificate.
Firstly, the base scenario σ0 and all recovery scenarios S are encoded in the certificate
by encoding a list of elements that are active for all scenarios. Secondly, the solution s0
to the base scenario and the solution to the recovery scenarios (sσ)σ∈S are encoded as
a list of elements that are active in the corresponding scenario. Thus, the certificate is
(σ0,S, s0, (sσ)σ∈S) all encoded as lists of elements.
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Because σ0 and S encoded as sets can be polynomially computed from the input encoding
and s0 and (sσ)σ∈S are subsets of σ0 and S correspondingly, the length of the certificate is at
most polynomial in the input length. Furthermore, the certificate is verifiable in polynomial
time by the following algorithm. First, check whether s0 is really a solution to σ0. Second,
check whether sσ is a solution to σ for all σ ∈ S. Third, check whether H(s0, sσ) ≤ κ for all
σ ∈ S.

Step one and two are polynomially computable because PA ∈ NP. Thus, all scenarios for
themselves are an instance of problem PA. Step three is easily polynomially computable by
iterating over each scenario pair. Observe again that |S| is at most polynomial in the input
length. J

Besides, general polynomially computable scenarios, we may have so called Γ-scenarios.
They are an interesting and popular robustness concept. These consist of all scenarios that
deviate in at most Γ many elements from the base instance corresponding to a set of possible
activatable elements. If Γ is constant, we use the previous Theorem 8 for the following
Corollary 9.

I Corollary 9. Let PA ∈ NP. Then PHDRRA ∈ NP, if the set of scenarios S of PHDRRA consists
of all possible Γ-scenarios for a constant Γ.

Lemma 10 follows directly from by Theorem 8 by reusing the original reduction to PA
and setting the scenario set S = ∅.

I Lemma 10. Let PA be an NP-complete problem. Then, PHDRRA is NP-complete if the set
of scenarios S of PHDRRA is polynomially computable.

Proof. The reduction from PA is trivial because the scenarios can be set to S = ∅ showing
the hardness of PHDRRA . On the other hand, Theorem 8 proves the containment. J

3.1 Reduction for Undirected s-t-Connectivity
We have shown that problems with polynomial computable scenarios are in NP. The hardness
for those problems can be established as well. For this, we use a simple problem as basis, the
LOGSPACE-complete Undirected s-t-Connectivity (UstCon).

I Theorem 11. There is a deterministic logarithmic space computable reduction from
3-Satisfiability to UstConHDRR with one base and one recovery scenario. In short,
3-Satisfiability ≤L UstConHDRR

Proof. First of all, there is a reduction, which is based on the reductions 3-Satisfiability ≤L
Directed Hamiltonian Cycle ≤L Undirected Hamiltonian Cycle from Arora and
Barak [2] from 3-Satisfiability to Undirected Hamiltonian Cycle, which is comput-
able in logarithmic space. We use this reduction to develop the reduction for UstConHDRR.

We can either define the scenarios over vertices or over edges. This, however, is in this
reduction realm equivalent, because we can easily introduce a vertex for every edge, such
that for the deletion of such an vertex the former edge is deleted. On the other hand, we
can delete all incident edges of a vertex to exclude the vertex from a possible solution. For
the sake of simplicity, we use edge scenarios in the reduction. Furthermore, the Hamming
distance of the solution is based on the edges.

We now provide a reduction from Undirected Hamiltonian Cycle to UstConHDRR.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph of the Undirected Hamiltonian Cycle instance. We will map
G to a graph G′, a base scenario σ0 and a recovery scenario σ1 as a UstConHDRR instance.
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A simple example instance, which we use for explaining the construction, can be found in
Figure 1.

1 2

34

Figure 1 Example Instance G for Undirected Hamiltonian Cycle

First, all v ∈ V are duplicated |V | + 3 times to connect them to one path that has
consequently |V |+ 2 edges. Let vai and vbi the end vertices of a vertex path of vertex vi. In
Figure 2, the duplication procedure is depicted. We call these vertex paths.

1 2

34

(a) Example instance vertices without edges.

1

1
1

1
1 1 2 2

2
2

2

2

3 3
3

3
3

34

4
4

4
4 4

(b) Multiplied vertices connected to vertex paths.

Figure 2 Duplication of Nodes

The two scenarios are first the base scenario σ0 and second the recovery scenario σ1. For
the base scenario, we design a simple to solve instance, which forces the solution to include
all edges of the vertex paths. For this, we connect the vertex paths to a simple cycle by
introducing an edge connecting two vertex paths. That is, we introduce edges{

vib, v
(i+1 mod |V (G)|)
a

}
for 1 ≤ i ≤ |V (G)|.

The simple to find solution is the cycle. We further have to introduce two vertices s and t.
For this, we choose one vertex path, delete the edge in the middle of the path and designate
the incident vertices of the delete edge as s and t. The base scenario σ0 can be found in
Figure 3a.

For the recovery scenario σ1, we deactivate the edges between the paths but not the
paths themselves. We then set κ = |V (G)|. This forces the recovery solution to have the
vertex paths as part of the solution, as only |V (G)| edges can be altered while a vertex
path has at least |V (G)|+ 1 (including the one with s and t). Furthermore, we map and
activate the actual edges of G. For this, we quadruplicate the edges of G. The edge {vi, vj}
is quadruplicated to {vai , vaj }, {vai , vbj}, {vbi , vaj } and {vbi , vbj}. Thus, each vertex path can be
ordered in both ways in a possible Hamiltonian cycle. This is depicted in Figure 3b.

On one hand, the construction of the base scenario σ0 forces the base solution s0 to be
the cycle itself. The solution s0 is presented in Figure 4a. On the other hand, the vertex
paths force the recovery solution to go over all vertex paths because of setting κ = |V (G)|
prevents the solution s1 from evading these paths. A selection of possible solutions for the
recovery scenario are shown in Figure 4b.

B Claim 12. The reduction is computable in logarithmic space.
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1

1
s

t

1 1 2 2
2

2
2

2

3 3
3

3
3

34

4
4

4
4 4

(a) The base scenario. Vertex s is star shaped
and vertex t diamond shaped. The dashed edges
connect the vertex paths.
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1
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t

1 1 2 2
2
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3
3

34

4
4

4
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(b) The recovery scenario. The dashed edges are
the quadruplicated edges of G. The dashed edges
of the base scenario are deleted.

Figure 3 The base scenarios and the recovery scenario.
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(a) The base scenario σ with solution s0 in black
for example graph G.

1

1
s

t

1 1 2 2
2

2
2

2
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3

3
3

34

4
4

4
4 4

(b) The recovery scenarios with four solutions (red,
green, blue and brown) of the possible eight solu-
tions for example graph G.

Figure 4 Both scenarios with their respective solutions.

Proof. The reduction is clearly computable in logarithmic space, because we only have to
count the number of vertices in the duplication procedure. The connection to the cycle is
also directly possible if the number of vertices known. At last, the introduction of the edges
for the base scenario is only a copy procedure based on the original graph, which is directly
computable if the number of vertices is known. C

B Claim 13. The reduction is correct.

Proof. First of all, the only solution for the base scenario is the path from s to t over
the former cycle in σ0. If a Hamiltonian cycle exists in the graph, then it is possible find
a correspondent solution s1 for the recovery scenario. We can use the edges from the
Hamiltonian cycle in G and use the edges {vai , vb(j mod |V (G)|)} of both of the corresponding
edges in the recovery scenario. Thus, the vertex paths are connected to a Hamiltonian cycle
as well.

One the other hand, if there is no Hamiltonian cycle, then there is no path of the form
(s, va1 , vx2 , v

y
2 , . . . , v

x
|V (G)|, v

y
|V (G)|, v

b
1, t), where x, y ∈ {a, b} and x 6= y. This is due to the fact

that the base scenario σ0 in combination with the too small κ = |V (G)| enables the possibility
to switch only away from the edges that connect the vertex paths. It is not possible to
switch away completely from a vertex path as there are |V (G)|+ 1 edges in each vertex path
(including that with s and t). Thus, at least one edge that has to be in the s-t-path would
not be correctly included into the s-t-path or s and t are not connected by a path. C

J
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4 Recoverable Robust Problems and the Polynomial Hierarchy

In this section, we survey the connection between multi-stage Hamming distance recoverable
robust problems and the polynomial hierarchy. For this, we introduce two succinct encodings:
xor-dependencies and Γ-set scenarios. We first prove that the Hamming distance recoverable
robust version of problems, which are in NP, are in Σp3 for both encodings. Then, we prove the
hardness of the Hamming distance recoverable robust 3-Satisfiability for both encodings.

I Definition 14 (Hamming Distance Recoverable Robust 3-Satisfiability).
The problem 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR is defined as follows.
Input: Literals L, clauses C, base scenario σ0 ⊆ L and recovery scenarios

S = {Lσ | Lσ ⊆ L, σ ∈ S}
Question: Are there solutions s0 ⊆ σ0 and sσ ⊆ σ for all σ ∈ S such that H(s0, sσ) ≤ κ for

all σ ∈ S and setting s0 and sσ to true, all corresponding formulae of clauses C|Lσ0
and

C|Lσ are satisfied?

At last, we extend these results to the multistage recoverable robustness case by showing
the Σp2m+1-completeness of the Hamming distance recoverable robust 3-Satisfiability with
m recovery stages. We begin with the xor-dependency scenarios.

I Definition 15 (xor-Dependency Scenarios).
Let S = (E′, {(E1,1, E1,2), . . . , (En,1, En,2)}) be the scenario-encoding, whereby E and Ei,j
are pairwise disjoint sets of combinatorial elements for all i, j. Then the corresponding
scenario set S includes all σ of the form σ = E′ ∪ {E1, . . . , En} with either (Ei = Ei,1) or
(Ei = Ei,2) for all i = 1, . . . , n and E′ is a fixed set of combinatorial elements, which are
activated and deactivated in all scenarios depending on whether an element is active in the
base scenario.

Observe that with a linear sized encoding, exponentially many scenarios may be encoded.
We study this combinatorial explosion with the result that it introduces more complexity
for Hamming Distance Recoverable Robust problems. For this, we use 3-Satisfiability as
base problem and show the Σp3-hardness of 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR with a linear number of
xor-dependencies. Furthermore, we show also that if PA ∈ NP, then PHDRRA with a linear
number of xor-dependencies is in Σp3.

I Theorem 16. If PA ∈ NP, then PHDRRA with a linear number of xor-dependencies is in
Σp3.

Proof. We present an ∃∀∃-ATM M that solves PHDRRA with a linear number of
xor-dependencies in polynomial time. For this, M encodes the scenario σ0 and the solution
s0 to the base scenario (∃). Secondly, M encodes the scenarios σ for all σ ∈ S (∀). Lastly,
M encodes the solution sσ for the selected (∃). Again, the solution to the scenarios s0 and
(sσ)σ∈S are encoded as a list of elements that are active in the corresponding scenario.

Because σ0 and each σ ∈ S encoded as sets can be polynomially computed from the input
encoding and s0 and (sσ)σ∈S are subsets of σ0 and σ ∈ S correspondingly, the length of the
input to the verifying algorithm is at most polynomial in the input length. Furthermore,
the given ∃∀∃-input is verifiable in polynomial time by the following algorithm. First, check
whether s0 is really a solution to σ0. Second, check whether sσ is a solution to σ for all
σ ∈ S. Third, check whether H(s0, sσ) ≤ κ for all σ ∈ S.

Step one and two are polynomially computable because PA ∈ NP. Thus all scenarios
for themselves are an instance of problem PA ∈ NP. Step three is easily polynomially
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computable by iterating over each scenario pair. Observe again that a scenario σ ∈ S is at
most polynomial in the input length. J

I Theorem 17. 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR with a linear number of xor-dependencies is Σp3-hard.

Proof. We reduce ∃∀∃3-Satisfiability to 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR.
Let (X,Y, Z,C) be the ∃∀∃3-Satisfiability-instance, where ∃X ∀Y ∃Z C(X,Y, Z) is the
formula with clauses C(X,Y, Z). We denote the 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR-instance as I.

Variables We modify the variable set as follows. The variable set X remains the same.
We substitute Y by {yti , y

f
i | yi ∈ Y } =: Y ′. At last, we define Z ′ by Z ′ := Z ∪

{yti,0, yti,1, y
f
i,0, y

f
i,1 | yi ∈ Y }. We further introduce a dummy variable set X ′ of size

|Y |+ |Z ′|.
Clauses The clauses are then modified as follows. We add yfi ↔ 0 and yti ↔ 1 to the formula.

Furthermore, we add yti ↔ yti,1, y
t
i ↔ yti,0, y

f
i ↔ yfi,0, y

f
i ↔ yfi,1 to the formula. At last,

we do the following substitutions: For every clauses c = (a, b, yi) ∈ C with a, b ∈ X∪Y ∪Z
we substitute c by the clauses (a, b, yti,1) and (a, b, yfi,0) and for clauses c = (a, b, yi) ∈ C
with a, b ∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z we substitute c by the clauses (a, b, yti,0) and (a, b, yfi,1). This is
possible in polynomial time because we have a 3-Satisfiability instance and we are
introducing at most sixteen clauses per clause.

Scenarios The first scenario of I consists of variables X and the fresh X ′. Thus, the clauses
of the first scenario are C(X,Y, Z)|X and the variables of X ′ are dummy variables that
force an assignment of |Y |+ |Z ′| variables that will not be in recovery scenarios. The
recovery scenarios of I are encoded as scenarios with xor-dependencies. The active
variables are from sets X, Y ′ and Z. The xor-dependencies are introduced on yti and
yfi with yti ⊕ y

f
i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |Y |}. The variable sets X and Z ′ are active in every

recovery scenario, X ′ on the other hand is inactive. At last, set κ = |Y |+ |Z ′|.
Polynomial Time This transformation is computable in polynomial time because for each

literal and each clause in (X,Y, Z,C) a fixed amount of literals and clauses in I are
created. Furthermore, the formula can be transformed into CNF by substituting a↔ b

with clauses (a ∨ b) and (a ∨ b).
Correctness For the correctness, we have to prove that the xor-dependency scenarios in

the construction are logically equivalent to a for all of the ∃∀∃3-Satisfiability formula.
First, we focus on the ∃X part. A solution to the base scenario is a valid solution to
C(X,Y, Z)|X . Overall, |X|+ |Y |+ |Z ′| variables are assigned a value. Under those are
|X| variables for the solution to C(X,Y, Z)|X and |Y |+ |Z ′| dummy variables. Because
all recovery scenarios do not have those |Y |+ |Z ′| dummy variables, a solution always
switches away form those dummy variables to |Y | + |Z ′| different variables. Because
κ = |Y |+ |Z ′|, the base solution forces X to be a solution to C(X,Y, Z)|X for all recovery
scenarios. Next, we concentrate on the ∀Y part. First, the clauses 1↔ yti and 0↔ yfi
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |Y |}, force all variables yti to be always true and the variables yfi to be
always false if they are active. The xor-dependencies activate only one of the two yti and
yfi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |Y |}. Furthermore, if yti is active, then yti,0 evaluates to 0 and yti,1
evaluates to 1, and if yfi is active, then yfi,0 evaluates to 0 and yfi,1 evaluates to 1. If on the
other hand, yti is inactive, then both yti,0 and yti,1 can be set to 1. This allows all clauses
containing yti,0 or yti,1 to be trivially fulfilled, whenever yti is inactive. The same argument
holds for yfi , yti,0 or yti,1, too. Because the combinations allowed by the xor-dependencies
are all 2|Y | possible truth assignments to variables Y , the xor-dependency scenarios are
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equivalent to a ∀Y for the variables Y . At last, we have the ∃Z ′ part. This is purely a
solution to the recovery scenarios with the given Y .
Thus, a solution is a one to one correspondence between X,Y, Z and X,Y,′ Z ′.

J

While the other parts of the paper are developed independent from Goerigk et al. [26],
the results for Γ-set scenarios are built upon it. The results based on xor-dependencies are
adaptable to the Γ-set scenarios as described in this section. For the Γ-set scenarios, we use
the definition over sets instead of elements as in Γ-scenarios, which is defined as follows.

I Definition 18 (Γ-set Scenarios).
Let S = (E′, {E1, E2, . . . En}) be the scenario-encoding, whereby E and Ei are pairwise
disjoint sets of combinatorial elements for all i. Then, the corresponding scenario set S
includes all σ of the form σ = E′ ∪ E with E ⊆ {E1, E2, . . . , En}, |E| ≤ Γ, and E′ is a fixed
set of combinatorial elements, which are activated and deactivated in all scenarios depending
on whether an element is active in the base scenario.

Again, with a linear sized encoding, exponentially many scenarios may be encoded.
We show the Σp

3-hardness of 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR with Γ-set scenarios. A proof on the
so-called Robust Adjustable Sat was already conducted by Goerigk et al. [26]. This
version of 3-Satisfiability uses uncertainties over the costs instead of the elements as in
Σp3-hardness of 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR with Γ-set scenarios. Thus, the proof is not analogous
as it is different in technicalities, nevertheless, we reuse their basic idea of introducing the
s-variables for our proof. Furthermore, we show also that if PA ∈ NP, then PHDRRA with
Γ-set scenarios is in Σp3.

I Theorem 19. If PA ∈ NP, then PHDRRA with Γ-set scenarios is in Σp3.

Proof. This proof is analogous to the proof for xor-dependencies. J

I Theorem 20. 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR with Γ-set scenarios is Σp3-hard.

Proof. We heavily reuse the transformation for the xor-dependencies. Nevertheless, we have
to introduce a mechanism to accommodate the less structured Γ-set scenarios in comparison
to the xor-dependencies. At last, the scenarios have to be adapted to the Γ-set scenarios.

We reduce ∃∀∃3-Satisfiability to 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR.
Let (X,Y, Z,C) be the ∃∀∃3-Satisfiability-instance, where ∃X ∀Y ∃Z C(X,Y, Z) is the
formula with clauses C(X,Y, Z). We denote the 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR-instance as I.

Variables We modify the variable set as follows. The variable set X remains the same.
We substitute Y by {yti , y

f
i | yi ∈ Y } =: Y ′. Moreover, we define Z ′ by Z ′ :=

Z ∪ {yti,0, yti,1, y
f
i,0, y

f
i,1 | yi ∈ Y } ∪ {s, si | yi ∈ Y }. The added variables si for each yi ∈ Y

and the additional variable s fulfill the same function as in the proof of Goerigk, Lendl
and Wulf [26]. We further introduce a dummy variable set X ′ of size |Y |+ |Z ′|.

Clauses The clauses are then modified as follows. We add yfi ↔ 0 and yti ↔ 1 to the formula.
Furthermore, we add yti ↔ yti,1, y

t
i ↔ yti,0, y

f
i ↔ yfi,0, y

f
i ↔ yfi,1 to the formula. Then, we

do the following substitutions: For every clauses c = (a, b, yi) ∈ C with a, b ∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z
we substitute c by the clauses (a, b, yti,1) and (a, b, yfi,0) and for clauses c = (a, b, yi) ∈ C
with a, b ∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z we substitute c by the clauses (a, b, yti,0) and (a, b, yfi,1). This is
possible in polynomial time because we have a 3-Satisfiability instance and we are
introducing at most sixteen clauses per clause. Moreover, we add s to all clauses c ∈ C,
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such that we obtain s → C(X,Y, Z). At last, we add yti ↔ si and yfi ↔ si as well as
s ∨ s1 ∨ s2 ∨ . . . ∨ s|Y | to the clauses.

Scenarios The first scenario of I consists of variables X and the fresh X ′. Thus, the clauses
of the first scenario are C(X,Y, Z)|X and the variables of X ′ are dummy variables that
force an assignment of |Y |+ |Z ′| variables that will not be in recovery scenarios. The
recovery scenarios of I are encoded as Γ-set scenarios. The active variables are from
sets X, Y ′, Z ′. The set of uncertain elements is E ⊆ {yti , y

f
i | yi ∈ Y } with E ≤ Γ. The

variable sets X and Z ′ are active in every recovery scenario, X ′ on the other hand is
inactive. At last, set κ = |Y |+ |Z ′| and Γ = |Y |.

Polynomial Time This transformation is computable in polynomial time because for each
literal and each clause in (X,Y, Z,C) a fixed amount of literals and clauses in I are
created. Furthermore, the formula can be transformed into CNF by substituting a↔ b

with clauses (a ∨ b) and (a ∨ b) and using Karp’s reduction from Sat to 3Sat [28].

Correctness For the correctness, we have to prove that the Γ-set scenarios in the construction
are logically equivalent to a for all of the ∃∀∃3-Satisfiability formula. First of all, we
claim that, whenever the set of uncertain elements E is smaller than Γ, the formula is
trivially satisfiable by assigning one of the si to 0 such that s can be chosen to 0, all
clauses are fulfilled by the transformation s→ C(X,Y, Z). This also holds, whenever yfi
and yti are both active because then there is a 1 ≤ j ≤ |Y | such that neither yfj nor ytj is
active such that sj can be assigned to 0.
Next, we focus on the ∃X part. A solution to the base scenario is a valid solution to
C(X,Y, Z)|X . Overall, |X|+ |Y |+ |Z ′| variables are assigned a value. Under those are
|X| variables for the solution to C(X,Y, Z)|X and |Y |+ |Z ′| dummy variables. Because
all relevant recovery scenarios do not have those |Y |+ |Z ′| dummy variables, a solution
always switches away form those dummy variables to |Y |+|Z ′| different variables. Because
κ = |Y |+ |Z ′|, the base solution forces X to be a solution to C(X,Y, Z)|X for all recovery
scenarios. Next, we concentrate on the ∀Y part. First, the clauses 1↔ yti and 0↔ yfi
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |Y |}, force all variables yti to be always true and the variables yfi to be
always false if they are active. The Γ-set scenarios activate only one of the two yti and
yfi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |Y |} for the relevant cases. Furthermore, if yti is active, then yti,0
evaluates to 0 and yti,1 evaluates to 1, and if yfi is active, then yfi,0 evaluates to 0 and yfi,1
evaluates to 1. If on the other hand, yti is inactive, then both yti,0 and yti,1 can be set to
1. This allows all clauses containing yti,0 or yti,1 to be trivially fulfilled, whenever yti is
inactive. The same argument holds for yfi , yti,0 or yti,1, too. Because the combinations
allowed by the Γ-set scenarios are all 2|Y | possible truth assignments to variables Y , the
Γ-set scenarios are equivalent to a ∀Y for the variables Y . At last, we have the ∃Z ′ part.
This is purely a solution to the recovery scenarios with the given Y .
Thus, a solution is a one to one correspondence between X,Y, Z and X,Y,′ Z ′.

J

4.1 Multi-Stage Recoverable Robustness

In multi-stage recoverable robustness, the uncertainty is not only modeled by one set of
scenarios but multiple sets that are connected inductively.

I Definition 21 (Multi-Stage Recoverable Robust Problem).
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A multi-stage recoverable robust problem with m recoveries Pm-HDRR
A is inductively defined as

Pm-HDRR
A := PA for m = 0,
Pm-HDRR
A := PHDRRA for m = 1,

Pm-HDRR
A := (P (m−1)-HDRR

A )HDRR for m > 1.

The complexity results naturally extend to the multiple recoverable robustness concept.
We make use of the inductive nature of the definition by proving the following theorems by
induction. For this, we reuse Theorems 16, 17, 19 and 20 as induction base.

I Theorem 22. 3-Satisfiabilitym-HDRR with a linear number of xor-dependencies is in
Σp2m+1. 3-Satisfiabilitym-HDRR with Γ-set scenarios is in Σp2m+1.

Proof. We reuse the argumentation from Theorem 8, in which we proved the membership to
NP for polynomially computable scenarios. Instead of a certificate we present an ∃(∀∃)m-
Alternating Turing Machine M that solves Pm-HDRR

A . First, M guesses:
the solution s0 to the base problem PA (∃)
for i = 1 to m

all scenarios σi ∈ Si
the recovery solution sσi based on the base solution s0 and preceding recovery solutions
(s0, sσ1 , . . . , sσi−1) and current scenario σi.

Then M can check the necessary properties:
Check whether s0 is a solution to σ0
Check whether sσj is a solution to σj for 1 ≤ j < m

Check whether H(s0, s1) and H(sσj , sσj+1) for 1 ≤ j < m

J

The following hardness result is again a natural adaption of the corresponding Theorems 17
and 20 for the multiple recoverable robust concept.

I Theorem 23. 3-Satisfiabilitym-HDRR with a linear number of xor-dependencies is
Σp2m+1-hard. 3-Satisfiabilitym-HDRR with Γ-set scenarios is Σp2m+1-hard.

Proof. Induction over m.
(IB)
m = 0: 3-Satisfiability is NP-complete.
m = 1: 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR is Σp3-complete, see Theorem 17.

(IS)
m 7→ m+ 1: We extend the argument from Theorem 17. By the induction hypothesis, we
know that Pm-HDRR

A is Σp
2m+1-hard. More precisely, the induction hypothesis yields that

(∃∀)m∃− 3-Satisfiability is reducible to Pm-HDRR
A . Thus, we need to model the additional

alternation for m+ 1 with the additional recovery stage. For this, let

X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . , Xm+1

be the variable sets of the (∃∀)m+1∃ − 3-Satisfiability-instance, whereby

∃X1∀Y1∃X2∀Y2 . . . ∃Xm+1 C(X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . , Xm+1)

is the formula. By interpreting the variable sets X2, Y2, . . . , Xm+1 as the variable set Z,
which is not altered in any way, Y1 as variable set Y and X1 as X, the additional alternation
of the (∃∀)m+1∃3-Satisfiability formula can be modeled by one more recovery step. J
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5 Classes of Recoverable Robust Problems

In order to establish a whole class of recoverable robust problems, we need to define a
reduction that preserves the structure of the scenarios. For this, consider problems PA and
PB . We need to achieve that a combinatorial element eA in PA is active, if and only if the
combinatorial elements e′B , to which eA is mapped in PB , are active. Then, we can use this
one-to-many correspondence to (de)activate the corresponding elements in the instance of
PB .

This property is already constituted by the informal concept of gadget reductions on
the universe of elements. Gadget reductions describe that each part of the problem PA is
mapped to a specified part of the problem PB that inherits the behavior in problem PA.
We adjust this concept to combinatorial elements, that is universe elements and relation
elements, for our purpose, such that a gadget is a subset of combinatorial elements in PB for
every combinatorial element in PA. Thereby, we preserve the (in)activeness of elements in a
scenario. We call this property modularity. Furthermore, the solution size of an instance
must fulfill the modularity property in order to define the Hamming distance in the reduction
correctly. That is, the solution size of every gadget has to be constant for each gadget based
on some combinatorial element.

5.1 Universe Gadget Reduction
Let PA be a combinatorial decision problem with instance tuples (UA, RA, FA) and PB
a combinatorial decision problem with instance tuples (UB , RB , FB). A Universe Gadget
Reduction fUGR� that many-one-reduces PA to PB is composed of a (possibly empty) constant
gadget Yconst, which is the same for every instance, and of the independent mappings for all
(i, j) ∈ IA × IB : fRi

A
,Rj
B
:

RiA → 2R
j
B .

We, then, call the substructure

Yx =
⋃

(i,j) ∈ IA×IB

fRi
A
,Rj
B

(x)

the gadget for the specific universe element or relation element x ∈
⋃
iR

i
A.

The mappings must fulfill the following properties.
1. The pre-image of an element in RB is unique or the element in RB is part of the constant

gadget: Let y ∈ RjB for some j ∈ IB, then either y ∈ Yconst or there is exactly one
(i, j) ∈ IA × IB and exactly one x ∈ RiA such that y ∈ fRi

A
,Rj
B

(x).
2. The gadgets are modular: If a combinatorial element r ∈ RiA from PA is removed

to form a new instance P ′A, the removal of the gadget of r in PB induces a correct
reduction instance P ′B (possibly not the smallest possible). The gadget of r is substituted
by a (possibly empty) removal gadget Y remr simulating the deactivation of r in PB:
f(U ′A \{r}, R′A \R(r), F ′A) = (U ′B \ f(r), R′B \ f(R(r)), F ′B)∪Y remr . If the removal gadget
is empty for all combinatorial elements, we call the modularity strong, otherwise weak.

This definition of a gadget reduction for combinatorial decision problems ensures that
the gadgets are uniquely relatable to the generating combinatorial elements and the gadgets
are modular. Note that only combinatorial elements from PA can be removed such that the
new instance P ′A is a validly encoded instance. That is, combinatorial elements cannot be
removed in general as this may void the validity of the instance, e.g. in UstCon the universe
elements s and t cannot be deleted.
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Additionally, the solution size has to adapt to the modularity of the gadgets in the
universe gadget reduction. That is, if a combinatorial element in PA is removed such that
the corresponding gadget in PB is removed, the solution size of the instance of PB is defined.
For the sake of simplicity and because we later only use reductions from 3-Satisfiability,
we define this property only for 3-Satisfiability.

5.1.1 Solution Size
In order to correctly define the Hamming distance κ for a reduction from a problem PHDRRA

to PHDRRB based on a universe gadget reduction from PA to PB, we need to find a solution
size function. For the sake of simplicity, we only define the solution size for universe gadget
reduction from 3-Satisfiability to PB . For this, we introduce variable gadgets and clause
gadgets. 3-Satisfiability has literals as universe elements. Furthermore, it includes the
following relations not exclusively:

literals and negated literals {(`, `) | ` ∈ L}
clauses {(`i, `j , `k) | (`i, `j , `k) = c ∈ C ⊆ L3}
literal and clause {(`, c) | ` ∈ c ∈ C}
negated literal and clause {(`, c) | ` ∈ c ∈ C}

A variable gadget exists for each literal `, ` and consists of the literal gadgets of ` and
`. Furthermore, these include the gadget for the relation of negated literals {(`, `) | ` ∈ L}.
A clause gadget simulates a clause. For this, all gadgets for relations that include a clause
(clause, literal and clause, negated literal and clause, literals in clause, negated literals in
clause) build up the clause gadget.

A Yes-instance has a solution size, which is defined by the sum of all local solutions for
each gadget: the constant gadget, the variable gadgets, the clause gadgets and the removal
gadgets. Each gadget contributes to the target solution size with a fixed pre-defined amount.
We define the solution size as follows

I Definition 24 (3-Satisfiability-Reduction Solution Size Function). Let PB be a problem
such that a universe gadget reduction f from 3-Satisfiability to PB exists. Let (L,C)
be a 3-Satisfiability-instance. Thus, there is the set of gadgets Υ(L,C) dependent on
(L,C) consisting of a (possibly empty) constant gadget, variable gadgets, clause gadgets and
(possibly empty) removal gadgets. These gadgets have a local solution size of size(Y ) for
each Y ∈ Υ(L,C). The function

sizef : 3-Sat→ N : (L,C) 7→
∑

Y ∈Υ(L,C)

size(Y )

describes the target solution size over universe elements of f((L,C)) = RB for RB to be a
YES-instance of PB.

5.2 Properties of Universe Gadget Reductions
The definition of universe gadget reductions implies the following three properties, which are
specifically desired as illustrated before.

I Lemma 25. A universe gadget reduction is total and one-to-many. The inverse to a
universe gadget reduction is many-to-one.

Proof. Let PA and PB combinatorial problems with PA �UGR PB. For every relation
element x ∈

⋃
iR

i
A, the mappings fRi

A
,Rj
B

(x) map to corresponding relation elements of PB .
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By definition of a universal gadget reductions every relation element of PB is based on such
a mapping or is part of the constant gadget Yconst such that universal gadget reductions are
total. By the definition of the mappings and the constant gadget, universe gadget reductions
are one-to-many because a relation element y ∈

⋃
j R

j
B of PB can be only mapped by one

mapping from a relation element x ∈
⋃
iR

i
A or is part of Yconst.

On the other hand, the inverse mapping of the universal gadget reduction is many-to-one.
This follows directly from the proof above analogously. J

Thus by definition, it is ensured that each element y ∈ Yconst∪
⋃
j R

j
B of PB is left unique.

I Lemma 26. Polynomial Universe gadget reductions are transitive. That is, if there are
problems PA, PB, PC with PA �UGRp PB and PB �UGRp PC , then PA �UGRp PC .

Proof. Let PA be a combinatorial decision problem with relations RA, PB a combinatorial
decision problem with relations RB and PC a combinatorial decision problem with relations
RC . Firstly, the concatenation of the mappings fRi

A
,Rj
B

: RiA → RjB and fRj
B
,Rk
C

: RjB → RkC

has to preserve the following property: Let z ∈ RkC for some k ∈ IC , then either z ∈ Y A→Cconst

or there is exactly one (i, k) ∈ IA × IC and exactly one x ∈ RiA such that z ∈ fRi
A
,Rk
C

(x).
Let z ∈ RkC for some k ∈ IC .
Case 1 z ∈ Y B→Cconst . Then z is generated as part of the constant gadget of the reduction from

PB to PC . Thus, z ∈ Y A→Cconst .
Case 2 z /∈ Y B→Cconst . There is exactly one (j, k) ∈ IB × IC and exactly one y ∈ RjA such that

z ∈ fRj
A
,Rk
C

(y). Then, y ∈ RjA for some j ∈ IB .
Case 2.1 y ∈ Y A→Bconst . Then z is generated by exactly one element of y ∈ Y A→Bconst . Thus,
z ∈ Y A→Cconst .

Case 2.2 There is exactly one (i, j) ∈ IA × IB and exactly one x ∈ RiA such that
y ∈ fRi

A
,Rj
B

(x). Thus by definition, of the universe gadget reduction, z is generated by
exactly on (i, j, k) ∈ IA × IB × IC and exactly on x with z = fRj

B
,Rk
C

(fRi
A
,Rj
B

(x)).

Furthermore, the modularity of the gadgets is preserved. If a relation element r in PA
is deleted, its gadgets are deleted from PB in the reduction fPA,PB and the instance of PB
is the correct instance. Because the elements are deleted in PB (one after another), the
reduction fPB ,PC deletes the corresponding gadgets in PC , whereby the the instance in PC
stays correct for all deletions.

J

Furthermore, the solution size function has to adhere to the modularity of the universe
gadget reduction.

I Lemma 27. The solution size function is modular. In other words, let (L,C) and (L′, C ′)
be instances of 3-Satisfiability with L′ ⊆ L and C ′ ⊆ C. Furthermore, let f be a reduction
from 3-Satisfiability to PB such that f(L′, C ′) results form f(L,C) by modularity. Then,

sizef (L′, C ′) =
∑

Y ∈Υ(L′,C′)

size(Y )

= size(Yconst) +
∑
`∈L′

size(Y`) +
∑
c∈C′

size(Yc) +
∑

x∈(L\L′)∪(C\C′)

size(Y remx ).

Proof. This follows from the modularity of the gadgets for the instance (L,C). It is possible
to remove variable gadgets and clause gadgets such that both (L′, C ′) and (L′′, C ′′) are
correct reductions. The solution size of all three instances is then correct by definition. J
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Now, we prove a general reduction from 3-Satisfiability based on the structure that
an universe gadget reduction provides.

I Theorem 28. If there is a polynomial time universe gadget reduction from 3-Satisfiability
to PB with a corresponding solution size function size, then there is a polynomial time re-
duction for the Hamming distance recoverable robust version of PB with Hamming dis-
tance over the universe elements, transforming the scenarios accordingly. That is, if
3-Satisfiability �UGRp PB, then 3-Satisfiabilitym-HDRR �p Pm-HDRR

B , where the Ham-
ming distance is defined over the universe elements.

Proof. In the following, we prove that 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR is reducible to PHDRRB by
reusing the reduction of ∃∀∃3-Satisfiability to 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR. This also proves
both the induction basis and the induction step corresponding to the proof of Theorem 23
because the set Z is able to absorb the lower levels of recovery.

Let (L,C) = (X,X ′, Y, Z,C) be the 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR-instance, where
X is the literal set that is active in all base and recovery scenarios,
X ′ the literal set that is active only in the base scenario,
Y is the set of
xor-dependencies, whereby Y t ∪ Y f = Y with |Y t| = |Y f | such that yti xor y

f
i or

Γ-set scenarios, whereby E ⊆ Y t ∪ Y f = Y with |E| ≤ Γ describe all scenarios and
Z is the literal set only active in all recovery scenarios.

We substitute the scenarios by X ,X ′,Y,Z for PHDRRB .
Now, store the results of each mapping fRi3-Sat,R

j
B

(r) in a table, for every relation Ri3-Sat

and element r ∈ Ri3-Sat. This is clearly computable in polynomial time, as we just store
the gadget Yr ⊆

⋃
j R

j
B, which is computable in polynomial time as we have a polynomial

time universe gadget reduction between 3-Satisfiability and PB . With this, we can now
compute the scenarios in polynomial time with the following principle. The idea is to activate
the variable and clause gadgets, whenever the variable or clause is active. The variables of Y ,
however, have a more complex (de)activation operation. For this, we reuse the reduction from
∃∀∃3-Satisfiability to 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR. For each yi ∈ Y , we not only deactivate
the variable gadget but also the corresponding clauses as in Table 1.

yi = yt
i yi = yf

i

xor-dependencies yt
i ↔ 1 yf

i ↔ 0
and Γ-set scenarios yt

i ↔ yt
i,1 yf

i ↔ yf
i,0

yt
i ↔ yt

i,0 yf
i ↔ yf

i,1

Γ-set scenarios yt
i ↔ si yf

i ↔ si

Table 1 The clauses to (de)activate for xor-dependencies and Γ-set scenarios or Γ-set scenarios
only.

This is possible because the reduction is modular, thus exactly the variable gadget of yi
and the gadgets of corresponding clauses are removed (with the possible addition of removal
gadgets for yi and the corresponding clauses). By the correctness of the reduction from
∃∀∃3-Satisfiability to 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR and the universe gadget reduction from
3-SatisfiabilityHDRR to PHDRRB , the reduction remains correct.

Overall, the scenarios are built more formally as follows. We start with the instance
(X,X ′, Y, Z, C) interpreted as 3-Satisfiability instance. That is, all literals X,X ′, Y, Z
and clauses C are active. This instance is still polynomial in the input because X,X ′, Y, Z
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and the clauses C are part of the input. We construct the reduction instance according
to the reduction 3-Satisfiability �UGRp PB. Based on this, we deactivate the necessary
gadgets to construct the reduction instance of PHDRRB .

More precisely in the base scenario of 3-SatisfiabilityHDRR, the 3-Satisfiability-
instance consists of literals from X and X ′ and the clauses including X,X ′. Thus in
PHDRRB , the literal gadgets of X and X ′ are active and all gadgets of relation elements that
include only X or X ′ are active. On the other hand, all literal gadgets and relation element
gadgets including one of the literals in Y and Z are inactive. Because the gadgets of the
universe gadget reduction are modular, the reduction for the base scenario in itself is correct.
Furthermore, we stored the gadgets for relation elements in a table and the reduction is
polynomially computable, the corresponding gadgets are easily activatable and deactivatable
in polynomial time.

In the recovery scenarios, the 3-Satisfiability-instance consists of literals from X,Y

and Z and the clauses including X,Y and Z. Therefore in PHDRRB , the literal gadgets of X ′
and all gadgets of relation elements containing a literal of X ′ are inactive, while the literal
gadgets of X and all relation elements that do not contain elements of X ′ remain active.
Additionally, all literal gadgets of Z and all gadgets of relation elements containing X,Y
or Z are active. The clauses that are active are C(X,Y, Z), that is the clauses containing
only literals of the sets X,Y, Z. For Γ-set scenarios also the literals of {s, s1, s2, . . . , s|Y t|} as
well as the clauses yti ↔ si and yfi ↔ si are active for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |Y t|. Therefore in PHDRRB ,
the literal gadgets of X ′ and all gadgets of relation elements containing a literal of X ′ are
inactive, while the literal gadgets of X and all relation elements that do not contain elements
of X ′ remain active. Again, we stored the gadgets for relation elements in a table and the
reduction is polynomially computable.

All in all, we need to transform X ′ to X ′ by adding all literal gadgets of X ′ and all
gadgets of relation elements containing at least one element from X ′ besides elements only
from X to X ′. The set X is transformed to X by adding all literal gadgets of X and all
relation element gadgets containing only elements from X to it. The set Y is transformed
to Y by adding the literal gadgets of yti and y

f
i to it for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |Y t|}. Furthermore,

the clause gadget according to Table 1 have to be added. At last, Z is transformed to Z
by adding all literal gadgets of Z and all clause gadgets containing X,Y or Z (without the
ones that contain only elements from X as well as the ones from Table 1). Furthermore, Z
includes the gadgets of yti,1, yti,0, y

f
i,1, y

f
i,0 for both xor-dependencies and Γ-set scenarios

and additionally s, s1, . . . , s|Y t| for Γ-set scenarios only.
As we considered f to be a modular reduction based on instance (L,C), we can set

κ = sizef (L,C)−sizef (X,C(X)), whereby C(X) is the set of clauses containing only literals
from X. That is, all elements but the elements generated from X are exactly the elements
that are switched from the base scenario solution to the recovery scenario solution. Note
that, X ′ includes the dummy variables from the ∃∀∃3-Satisfiability reduction. More
precisely, the base scenario includes the elements from X and X ′ and the recovery scenario
includes the elements from X , Y and Z. Thus, the decisions made on X are fixed in all
recovery scenarios. By the correctness of the universe gadget reduction and the one-to-one
correspondence between the activation of the literals and the corresponding gadgets, the
reduction is correct.

J

With these structural properties in mind, we can construct a whole set of Hamming
distance recoverable robust problems. Note that the transitivity of the universe gadget
reduction can be used to deduce further reductions.
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5.3 Gadget Reductions for Various Combinatorial Decision Problems
In this section, we survey various but not all problems that are universe gadget reducible from
3-Satisfiability. The reductions are all well-known results or modifications of well-known
results. We adapt these results to the universe gadget reduction framework to indicate
that Theorem 28 is a general statement. We show the following theorem by showing that a
universe gadget reduction from 3-Satisfiability exists for all the problems. For this, we
use the transitivity of the reductions as illustrated in Figure 5.

I Theorem 29. The Hamming distance recoverable robust version of the following problems
are NP-complete with polynomially computable scenarios and ΣP

2m+1-complete with a lin-
ear number of xor-dependencies or Γ-set-scenarios: Vertex Cover, Dominating Set,
Hitting Set, Feedback Vertex Set, Independent Set, Clique, Subset Sum, Knap-
sack, Partition, Two Machine Scheduling, (Un)directed Hamiltonian Cycle,
(Un)directed Hamiltonian Path, Traveling Salesman, 2-Disjoint Directed Path,
k-Disjoint Directed Path, 3-Coloring, k-Coloring, Clique Cover.

3Sat

VC IS Subset Sum DHP 2DDP 3Col

DS HS FVS Clique Partition Knapsack DHC UHP kDDP kCol

UHCScheduling Clique Cover

TSP

Figure 5 The sequence of gadget reductions for all considered problems.

5.3.1 Vertex Cover
As an introductory example, we take a close look at a universe gadget reduction of 3-
Satisfiability to Vertex Cover, which was initially developed by Garey and Johnson
[23]. This example directly proves Lemma 30. For the Vertex Cover-reduction we use the
very fine-grained universe gadget reduction for each combinatorial element. In the following
reductions, however, we directly use variable and clause gadgets as described in Section 5.1.1,
to shorten our argumentation.

I Lemma 30. 3-Satisfiability is universe gadget reducible to Vertex Cover. Further-
more, it exists a solution size function for Vertex Cover. It follows that Vertex Coverm-HDRR

with Hamming distance over vertices is ΣP2m+1-complete.

I Example 31 (Universe Gadget Reduction 3-Satisfiability to Vertex Cover).
The problem 3-Satisfiability consists of the universe L for the literals and the relations

R`,` that relates a literal ` with its negation `,
R`,c that relates a literal ` to a clause c, iff ` ∈ c and
R`,`′,c that relates literals ` and `′, iff `, `′ ∈ c.

The problem Vertex Cover, on the other hand, consists of vertices V and edges E that
form a graph G = (V,E). Based on these universe and relations, the gadgets as in Figure 6
can be found. Therefore, we define the mappings:

fL,V , fL,E , fR
`,`
,V , fR

`,`
,e, fR`,c,V , fR`,c,E , fR`,`′,c,V , fR`,`′,c,E

The dashed vertices indicate that these are part of a different gadget.
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`

(a) Literal Gadget for literal ` ∈ L. The cor-
responding mappings are fL,V : ` 7→ {v`} and
fL,E : ` 7→ ∅.

` `

(b) Gadget for relation R
`,`

for some literal
` ∈ L. The corresponding mappings are fR

`,`
,V :

(`, `) 7→ ∅ and fR
`,`

,E : (`, `) 7→ {{v`, v`
}}.

`

`, c

(c) Gadget for relation R`,c for literal ` ∈ L with
` ∈ c ∈ C. The corresponding mappings are
fR`,c,V : (`, c) 7→ {v`,c} and fR`,c,E : (`, c) 7→
{{v`, v`,c}}.

`, c

`′, c

(d) Gadget for relation R`,`′,c for literals `, `′ ∈
L with `, `′ ∈ c ∈ C. The corresponding
mappings are fR`,`′,c,V : (`, `′, c) 7→ ∅ and
fR`,`′,c,E : (`, `′, c) 7→ {{v`,c, v`′,c}}.

Figure 6 The gadgets for the universe and all relations for the 3-Satisfiability-Vertex Cover
reduction

A complete overview based on the example 3-Satisfiability-formula

L = {`1, `2, `3, `1, `2, `3}, C = {{`1, `2, `3}, {`1, `2, `3}}

can be found in Figure 7. On the other hand, the reduction based on variable and clause

`1 `1 `2 `2 `3 `3

`1

`2 `3

`1

`2 `3

Figure 7 The reduction graph for 3-Satisfiability-formula C = {{`1, `2, `3}, {`1, `2, `3}}

gadgets can be established. For this, the relations from above are combined in the gadgets.
The universe L is combined with relation R`,` to a variable gadget for variable x ∈ X.
The relations R`,c and R`,`′,c are combined to one clause gadget that connects the
corresponding variable gadget correctly to a clause c ∈ C.

These gadgets are depicted in Figure 8, in which the dashed vertices indicate that these are
part of a different gadget. Observe that the gadgets only combine the more fine-grained

` `

(a) Variable Gadget representing literals `, ` ∈ L.
The corresponding mappings are fL,V : ` 7→
{v`, v`

} and fL,E : ` 7→ {{v`, v`
}}.

`1, c

`2, c `3, c

`1`2 `3

(b) Gadget for clause c ∈ C. The
corresponding mappings are fC,V :
` 7→ {v`1,c, v`2,c, v`3,c} and fC,E : ` 7→
{{v`1,c, v`2,c}, {v`2,c, v`3,c}, {v`3,c, v`1,c},
{v`1 , v`1,c}, {v`2 , v`2,c}, {v`3 , v`3,c}}.

Figure 8 Gadgets for universe and relations for the 3-Satisfiability-Vertex Cover reduction
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relations and the overall reduction stays the same. That is, the reduction is overall the same
for both views and can be found in Figure 7 as well. The existence of a variable gadget and a
clause gadget also shows the modularity of this reduction. One can easily remove the variable
gadget and all clauses gadgets containing that variable or removing just one clause gadget.
The resulting graph is the correct reduction graph of the corresponding 3-Sat-instance.

The solution size function for each gadget is easy to find and fulfills the necessary
conditions by the modularity of the gadget reduction. A solution includes one vertex for
each literal in the solution of the 3-Sat-instance and two vertices for each clause. Thus,
size(L,C) = |L|/2 + 2|C|.

I Lemma 32. Vertex Cover is universe gadget reducible to Dominating Set. Further-
more, it exists a solution size function for Dominating Set. It follows that
Dominating Setm-HDRR with Hamming distance over vertices is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. There is a folklore reduction that is a universe gadget reduction. The reduction adds
for every edge {u, v} between vertices u, v ∈ V a vertex uv together with edges {uv, u}, {uv, v}.
The universe elements of both problems are the vertices V and the relations are the edges E.
Thus, there are vertex gadgets, see Figure 9a, defined by

fV,V , fV,E

and the edge gadgets, see Figure 9b,

fE,V , fE,E .

v

(a) Vertex Gadget for v ∈ V . The corres-
ponding mappings are fV,V : v 7→ {v} and
fV,E : {u, v} 7→ ∅.

u v

uv

(b) Edge Gadget for v ∈ V . The corresponding
mappings are fE,V : {u, v} 7→ {uv} and fE,E :
{u, v} 7→ {{u, v}, {u, uv}, {uv, v}}.

It is easy to see that both properties of a universe gadget reduction is fulfilled. The
gadgets are disjoint. Furthermore, removing a vertex (and its incident edges) results in
removing the corresponding vertex gadget and edge gadgets and the reduction remains
correct. Removing only an edge resulting in removing the edge gadget also remains correct.
At last, we consider the solution size function, which remains size(L,C) = |L|/2 + 2|C| as in
the Vertex Cover reduction due to the transitivity of the universe gadget reduction and
because the solution of the Dominating Set and Vertex Cover build up a one-to-one
correspondence. J

I Lemma 33. Vertex Cover is universe gadget reducible to Hitting Set. Furthermore,
it exists a solution size function for Hitting Set. It follows that Hitting Setm-HDRR with
Hamming distance over the ground set is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction of Karp [28] from Vertex Cover to Hitting Set is a universe
gadget reduction. Vertex Cover consists of vertices V and edges E. The universe of
Hitting Set is a set U and the relations are subsets si ⊆ U for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Every vertex
v ∈ V is mapped to v ∈ U and every edge (u, v) ∈ E is mapped to a subset s = {u, v}. By
the one-to-one correspondence of vertices and elements of the universe of Hitting Set and
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the edges and the subsets si, the gadgets are disjoint and uniquely retraceable to their origin
and the reduction is modular. At last, we consider the solution size function, which remains
size(L,C) = |L|/2 + 2|C| because of the transitivity of the universe gadget reduction and the
solution of Hitting Set and Vertex Cover build up a one-to-one correspondence. J

I Lemma 34. Vertex Cover is universe gadget reducible to Feedback Vertex Set.
Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for Feedback Vertex Set. It follows that
Feedback Vertex Setm-HDRR with Hamming distance over vertices is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction of Karp [28] is a universe gadget reduction. Again, Vertex Cover
consists of vertices V and edges E. Feedback Vertex Set consists of vertices V ′ and
arcs A′. The reduction maps every vertex v ∈ V to v ∈ V ′ and every edge (u, v) ∈ E

is mapped to two arcs (u, v) and (v, u) in A′. Because of the one-to-one correspondence
between Vertex Cover and Feedback Vertex Set and the transitivity of universe
gadget reductions, the solution size remains size((L,C)) = |L|/2 + 2|C|. Furthermore, the
one-to-one correspondence guarantees the modularity and the pre-images of all gadgets are
unique. J

5.3.2 Independent Set
I Lemma 35. 3-Satisfiability is universe gadget reducible to Independent Set. Fur-
thermore, it exists a solution size function for Independent Set. It follows that
Independent Setm-HDRR with Hamming distance over vertices is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. For Independent Set, we reuse the 3-Satisfiability-Vertex Cover reduction
from Garey and Johnson [23]. For 3-Satisfiability, we use the literals as universe elements
and the relations R`,`, which relates a literal and its negation, R`,c, which relates a clause
with the negation of the its literals, R`,`,c, which relates the literal and its negation with the
clauses the literal is in. Independent Set, on the other side, consists of vertices V and
edges E. This results in the mappings for the variable gadget, see Figure 10a,

fL,V , fL,E , fR
`,`
,V , fR

`,`
,e,

and the clause gadget, see Figure 10b,

fR
`,c
,V , fR

`,c
,E , fR`,`′,c,V , fR`,`′,c,E .

` `

(a) Variable Gadget representing literals `, ` ∈ L.
The corresponding mappings are fL,V : ` 7→
{v`, v`

} and fL,E : ` 7→ {{v`, v`
}}.

`1, c

`2, c `3, c

`1`2 `3

(b) Gadget for clause c ∈ C. The
corresponding mappings are fC,V :
` 7→ {v`1,c, v`2,c, v`3,c} and fC,E : ` 7→
{{v`1,c, v`2,c}, {v`2,c, v`3,c}, {v`3,c, v`1,c},
{v

`1
, v`1,c}, {v`2

, v`2,c}, {v`3
, v`3,c}}.

Figure 10 Gadgets for universe and relations for the 3-Satisfiability-Independent Set
reduction

Analogously to the Vertex Cover-reduction, this reduction is a universe gadget reduc-
tion. Furthermore, the solution size function includes one vertex for each variable gadget and
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one vertex for each clause gadget. Thus, size(L,C) = |L|/2 + |C|. With the same arguments
as for the Vertex Cover-reduction, the solution size function is modular. J

I Lemma 36. Independent Set is universe gadget reducible to Clique. Furthermore,
it exists a solution size function for Clique. It follows that Cliquem-HDRR with Hamming
distance over vertices is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. For Clique, we reuse the easy-to-see Vertex Cover-Independent Set-Clique
equivalence from Garey and Johnson [23]. The problem Independent Set consists of a
graph with vertices V and edges E. On the other hand, we define Clique with vertices V ′
as universe but a different relation E ⊆ V ′ × V ′, the set of non-edges. This definition of
Clique allows us to use the equivalence as universe gadget reduction.

For the reduction, we map every vertex v ∈ V to the vertex v′ ∈ V ′ and we map every
edge e ∈ E to a non-edge e ∈ E. Thus, we have a one-to-one correspondence between the
vertices and the edges and non-edges. This one-to-one correspondence also holds for the
solution. That is, every solution of one problem is also a solution to the other problem.

By this one-to-one correspondence, the modularity, the pre-image uniqueness and the
solution size of size(L,C) = |L|/2 + |C| remains. J

5.3.3 Subset Sum
I Lemma 37. 3-Satisfiability is universe gadget reducible to Subset Sum. Furthermore,
it exists a solution size function for Subset Sum. It follows that Subset Summ-HDRR with
Hamming distance over the numbers is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction from 3-Satisfiability to Subset Sum is based on the reduction by
Sipser [33]. For 3-Satisfiability, we use the literals as universe elements and the relations
R`,`, which relates a literal and its negation, the clause relation Rc, which is a unary relation
on the clauses, and R`,c, which relates a clause with the negation of the its literals.

Subset Sum, on the other side, consists of binary numbers of {0, 1}t. For the sake of
simplicity, the reduction description uses non-binary numbers. Numbers that are bigger
than one are easily translatable in corresponding binary numbers with an offset such that a
possible carry has no influence. This results in the mappings for the variable gadget, see
Figure 11,

fL,{0,1}t ,

and the clause gadget, see both Figures 12 and 13,

fRc,{0,1}t , fR`,c,{0,1}t .

`1 `1 . . . `n `n x1 x2 . . . xn c1 c2 . . . cm

1 0 . . . 0 0 1 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 . . . 0 0 1 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 11 Variable Gadget representing literals `, ` ∈ L (here for `1 and `).

The target sum in Subset Sum plays a crucial role to simulate the satisfaction of the
clause correctly. In Figure 14, the target sum is depicted.

The modularity of this problem is weak, such that a removal gadget for a literal ` ∈ L
has to be defined. This gadget simulates the fulfillment of the clauses that contain ` or `.
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`1 `1 . . . `n `n x1 x2 . . . xn c1 c2 . . . cm

0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 11 0 0 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 12 0 0 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 13 0 0 0

Figure 12 Clause Gadget for c ∈ C (here for c1).

`1 `1 . . . `n `n x1 x2 . . . xn c1 c2 . . . cm

1 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 0 0

Figure 13 Literal Clause Gadget for ` ∈ c ∈ C (here for `1 with `1 ∈ c1 and `1 /∈ c2, cm).

`1 `1 . . . `n `n x1 x2 . . . xn c1 c2 . . . cm∑
1 1 . . . 1 1 1 1 . . . 1 14 14 . . . 14

Figure 14 The target value k of the sum.

For this, the sum for the column of the literals in ` and ` as well as the column of variable x
corresponding to ` is set to 1. Furthermore, the columns for each clause that contains ` or `
is set to 14. The gadget is presented in Figure 15. The removal gadget of a clause is the
addition of a number that simulates the satisfaction of that clause. This gadget is depicted
in Figure 16.

`1 `1 . . . `n `n x1 x2 . . . xn c1 c2 . . . cm

1 1 . . . 0 0 1 0 . . . 0 11 0 0 0
1 1 . . . 0 0 1 0 . . . 0 12 0 0 0
1 1 . . . 0 0 1 0 . . . 0 13 0 0 0
1 1 . . . 0 0 1 0 . . . 0 14 0 0 0

Figure 15 The Removal Gadget for ` ∈ L (here for `1 with `1 ∈ c1 and `1 /∈ c2, cm).

`1 `1 . . . `n `n x1 x2 . . . xn c1 c2 . . . cm

0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 14 0 0 0

Figure 16 The Removal Gadget for c1 ∈ C.

At last, we describe the solution size function over the numbers. Due to weak modularity,
we use a reduction f from an instance (L′, C ′) with L ⊆ L′ and C ⊆ C ′ such that

sizef (L,C) = 2 · |L|/2 + |C|+ |L′ \ L|/2 + |C ′ \ C|.

Overall, we include two numbers for each variable and one number for each clause. If a
variable is removed, we include the removal gadget for the variable instead of the gadgets for
the literal and the literal clause relation. The removal of a clause (without also removing a
variable), however, adds one element, which simulates the satisfaction by adding 14 to the
column of the clause. Because the clause is removed and the column still needs to sum up to
14, we have to add one element for each removed clause. J

I Lemma 38. Subset Sum is universe gadget reducible to Knapsack. Furthermore, it exists
a solution size function for Knapsack. It follows that Knapsackm-HDRR with Hamming
distance over the objects is ΣP2m+1-complete.
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Proof. The reduction is easy-to-see because Subset Sum is a special case of Knapsack.
The numbers in Subset Sum are mapped to objects of the weight and price corresponding
to the value of the number. By setting the knapsack capacity and the price threshold to the
target sum of Subset Sum, the reduction is complete.

Overall, this is a one-to-one correspondence between all combinatorial elements and the
solutions. Thus, the modularity and the solution size function of Subset Sum trivially
applies to Knapsack as well. J

I Lemma 39. Subset Sum is universe gadget reducible to Partition. Furthermore, it exists
a solution size function for Partition. It follows that Partitionm-HDRR with Hamming
distance over the numbers is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction from Subset Sum to Partition by Karp [28] is a universe gadget
reduction. The numbers A in Subset Sum are transferred to the Partition instance and
remain unchanged. Furthermore, let k be the target sum of Subset Sum, then k + 1 and
1− k +

∑
a∈A a are added to the Partition instance as well. This builds up the constant

gadget.
Overall, the numbers from Subset Sum and Partition are one-to-one correspondent as

well as the solutions. Thus by transitivity, the modularity, the pre-image uniqueness and the
solution function remain as in Subset Sum. J

I Lemma 40. Subset Sum is universe gadget reducible to Two Machine Scheduling.
Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for Two Machine Scheduling. It follows
that Two Machine Schedulingm-HDRR with Hamming distance over the jobs is ΣP

2m+1-
complete.

Proof. Partition is a special case of Two Machine Scheduling. By interpreting the
numbers in the Partition instance to be the job times in Two Machine Scheduling
and by interpreting the sets of the partition as two identical machines, we have an easy
to see one-to-one correspondence between the combinatorial elements and the solutions as
well. The solution size function remains the same and the pre-image uniqueness and the
modularity hold by transitivity. J

5.3.4 Hamiltonian Path
I Lemma 41. 3-Satisfiability is universe gadget reducible to Directed Hamiltonian
Path. Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for Directed Hamiltonian Path.
It follows that Directed Hamiltonian Pathm-HDRR with Hamming distance over arcs is
ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction of Arora and Barak [2] is a universe gadget reduction. For 3-
Satisfiability, we use the literals as universe elements and the relations R`,`, which
relates a literal and its negation, and R`,c, which relates a clause with the negation of the its
literals.

Hamiltonian Cycle, on the other side, consists of vertices V and arcs A. This results
in the mappings for the variable gadget, see Figure 18,

fL,V , fL,A, fR
`,`
,V , fR

`,`
,A,

and the clause gadget, see Figure 19,

fR`,c,V , fR`,c,A.
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In order to connect the variable gadgets, we also need a constant gadget defined by mappings
fconst,V and fconst,E , see Figure 17.

s

t

x1 x′1

xn+1 x′n+1

Figure 17 Constant Gadget for the reduction.

xi x1
i x2

i x′ix
4|C|
i

. . .

xi+1 x′i+1

Figure 18 Variable Gadget representing literals `, ` ∈ L.

cj

x4j
i x4j+1

i

Figure 19 Clause Gadget for clause c ∈ C.

This reduction is only weakly modular because removing a variable xi results in a
disconnected graph. This problem can be easily solved, by defining the removal gadget as
depicted in Figure 20. The direct removal of clause, however, is without a problem possible.

xi x′i

Figure 20 Variable Removal Gadget representing literals `, ` ∈ L.

At last, we describe the solution size function over the arcs. Due to weak modularity, we
use a reduction f from an instance (L′, C ′) with L ⊆ L′ and C ⊆ C ′ such that

sizef (L,C) = 2 + 4 · |L|/2 · |C ′|+ |C| − (4 · |C ′| − 1)|L′ \ L|/2

Overall, we include 2 arcs for the constant gadget. Furthermore for each variable, we include
4 · |C ′| arcs for each variable. Whenever a clause is satisfied, two arcs are used, whereby
one arc in the variable gadget is bypassed. Thus, one arc per clause has to be added. The
removal of a variable results in the loss of 4|C ′| arcs, whereby one arc is added to travel
through the gadget. J

I Lemma 42. Directed Hamiltonian Path is universe gadget reducible to Direc-
ted Hamiltonian Cycle. Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for Directed
Hamiltonian Cycle. It follows that Directed Hamiltonian Cyclem-HDRR with Ham-
ming distance over arcs is ΣP2m+1-complete.
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Proof. This reduction is easy to see. Adding an arc from t to s as constant gadget closes
the cycle. This reduction is a universe gadget reduction because the combinatorial elements
are mapped one to one such that the solutions are one to one translatable as well. This
directly proves the pre-image uniqueness, the modularity and the solution size function,
which remains the same with an additional term for one for the arcs (t, s), to be correct. J

I Lemma 43. Directed Hamiltonian Path is universe gadget reducible to Undirec-
ted Hamiltonian Path. Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for Undirected
Hamiltonian Path. It follows that Undirected Hamiltonian Pathm-HDRR with Ham-
ming distance over edges is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. Karp’s redution [28] is a universe gadget reduction. It triples the vertices and connects
the triplets as depicted in Figure 21. Furthermore, each arc (u, v) in the graph is mapped to
an edge {uout, vin} ∈ E′.

vin vm vout

Figure 21 The vertex gadget for the reduction from Directed Hamiltonian Path to Undirec-
ted Hamiltonian Path.

The pre-image uniqueness and the modularity remain because of the transitivity of
universe gadget reductions. The solution size function needs to take the two edges from
vin over vm to vout into account for every vertex. That is, the number of used edges in a
solution of the variable is tripled. Furthermore, each clause needs three additional edges
instead of one additional arc. At last, the number of edges for a variable removal gadget is 5
instead of 1. Overall, we get

sizef (L,C) = 2 + 12|L|/2 · |C ′|+ 3|C| − (12|C ′| − 5)|L′ \ L|/2.

J

I Lemma 44. Directed Hamiltonian Cycle is universe gadget reducible to Undirected
Hamiltonian Cycle. Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for Undirected
Hamiltonian Cycle. It follows that Undirected Hamiltonian Cyclem-HDRR with
Hamming distance over edges is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. This reduction is completely analogous to Karp’s reduction from Directed Hamilto-
nian Path to Undirected Hamiltonian Path (Section 5.3.4). J

I Lemma 45. Undirected Hamiltonian Cycle is universe gadget reducible to Travel-
ing Salesman. Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for Traveling Salesman.
It follows that Traveling Salesmanm-HDRR with Hamming distance over edges is ΣP2m+1-
complete.

Proof. This reduction is easy to see. We consider Traveling Salesman to be defined
over an undirected weighted graph. This graph does not have to be complete. Then, the
graph G = (V,E) of the Undirected Hamiltonian Cycle instance can be mapped to a
weighted graph G′ = (V ′, E′, w′), whereby V = V ′ and E = E′. The weights are set to 1
and the weight threshold is set to ∞.

The reductions yields a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices and edges and
thus between the solutions. It follows that the solution size function remains the same. The
pre-image uniqueness and modularity hold per transitivity. J
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5.3.5 2-Disjoint Path

I Lemma 46. 3-Satisfiability is universe gadget reducible to 2-Disjoint Directed
Path. Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for 2-Disjoint Directed Path.
It follows that 2-Disjoint Directed Pathm-HDRR with Hamming distance over arcs is
ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction of Li et al. [29] is a universe gadget reduction. Let (L,C) be the
3-Satisfiability instance. We begin with the variable gadget, which consists of two path
of length 4|C|, which are connected at the start over a vertex xstarti and at the end over a
vertex xendi . The variable gadgets are concatenated and are part of the first path. Thereby,
not using the upper path simulates the assignment of `i to 1 while not using the lower path
simulates the lower path of `i to 1.

xstarti xendi

`1i

`
1
i

. . .

. . .

`
4|C|
i

`
4|C|
i

xstarti+1

Figure 22 Variable Gadget representing literals `, ` ∈ L.

Next, the clause gadgets are concatenated and build up the second path. The clause
gadget of clause cj ∈ C consists of two vertices, which are connected with arcs (c1j , `

4j−2
i )

and (`4j−1
i , c2j) to the corresponding variable gadgets if and only if the `i ∈ cj . Thus, not

using the path of `i enables to travel over `4j−2
i ), (`4j−1

i such that the satisfaction of the
clause cj is simulated.

c1j c2j c1j+1

`4j−2
i `4j−1

i

Figure 23 Clause Gadget for clause c ∈ C.

Furthermore, there is a constant gadget adding vertices s1 and t1 for the first path and s2
and t2 for the second path, see Figure 24, which are the start and end point of the “variable”
path from s1 to t1 and the “clause” path from s2 to t2.

s1 t1

s2 t2

xstart1 xend|L|/2

c11 c2|C|

Figure 24 Constant Gadget for the reduction.

This reduction is only weakly modular because removing a variable xi results in a
disconnected graph. This problem can be easily solved, by defining the removal gadget as
depicted in Figure 25a. For this, remember that by removing a variable, the corresponding
clauses are also removed. The removal of clause has induces the same problem, thus, we use
an analogous gadget, see Figure 25b.
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xstarti xendi

(a) Variable Removal Gadget representing liter-
als `i, `i ∈ L.

c1j c2j

(b) Clause Removal Gadget representing clause
cj ∈ C.

The pre-image uniqueness is easy to see due to the presented gadgets. At last, we describe
the solution size function over the arcs. Due to weak modularity, we use a reduction f from
an instance (L′, C ′) with L ⊆ L′ and C ⊆ C ′ such that

sizef (L,C) = 2 + (4|C ′|+ 1) · |L|/2 + 4|C|+ |L′ \ L|/2 + 2 · |C ′ \ C|

Overall, we include 2 arcs for the constant gadget, which are the arcs from s1 and s2.
Furthermore for each variable, we include 4|C ′|+ 1 arcs for each variable. Whenever a clause
is satisfied, four arcs are used, whereby one arc in the variable gadget is used. Thus, one
four per clause has to be added. The removal of a variable results in the loss of 4|C ′| arcs,
whereby one arc is added to travel through the gadget. At last, the removal of a clause
results in the loss of 2 arcs. J

I Lemma 47. 2-Disjoint Directed Path is universe gadget reducible to k-Disjoint
Directed Path. Furthermore, it exists a solution size function for k-Disjoint Directed
Path. It follows that k-Disjoint Directed Pathm-HDRR with Hamming distance over arcs
is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction from k-Disjoint Directed Path to k + 1-Disjoint Directed
Path for k ≥ 2 is easy to see. The reduction consists only of a constant gadget, which
adds an additional path from sk+1 to tk+1 over the single arc (sk+1, tk+1). The solution size
functions needs to include this additional arc. Because, the instance remains the same, we
have a one-to-one correspondence between all combinatorial elements. Thus, modularity and
pre-image uniqueness remain. J

5.3.6 Coloring
I Lemma 48. 3-Satisfiability is universe gadget reducible to 3-Coloring. Furthermore,
it exists a solution size function for 3-Coloring. It follows that 3-Coloringm-HDRR with
Hamming distance over vertices is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction from 3-Satisfiability to Coloring by Garey et al. [24] is a universe
gadget reduction. Coloring has the vertices of the graph V as universe elements and the
edges E as relation over the universe elements. We therefore have the following mappings
fconst,V , fconst,E , fL,V , fL,E , fC,V , fC,E .

T

F

B

Figure 26 Constant Gadget for the reduction. The corresponding mappings are fconst,V : ∅ 7→
{B,F, T} and fconst,E : ∅ 7→ {{B,F}, {B, T}, {F, T}}

The constant function maps to a gadget consisting of three vertices and three edges as
3-clique, see Figure 26.
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B

`

`

Figure 27 Variable Gadget representing literals `, ` ∈ L. The corresponding mappings are
fL,V : ∅ 7→ {v`, v`

} and fL,E : ∅ 7→ {{v`, v`
}, {v`, B}, {v`

, B}}

F

B

`1

`2

`3

c11

c12

c13

c21

c22

c23

Figure 28 Clause Gadget for c ∈ C. The corresponding mappings are fC,V : ∅ 7→
{c1

1, c
1
2, c

1
3, c

2
1, c

2
2, c

2
3} and fC,E : ∅ 7→ {{c1

1, c
1
2}, {c1

1, c
1
3}, {c1

2, c
1
3}, {c2

1, c
2
2}, {c2

1, c
2
3}, {c2

2, c
2
3},

{`1, c
1
1}, {`2, c

1
2}, {`3, c

2
1}, {c1

3, c
2
2}, {c2

3, B}, {c2
3, F}}

For the literals, the mapping fL,V maps a literal ` ∈ L to two vertices. The mapping
fL,E , on the other hand, maps a literal ` ∈ L to three edges connecting the two vertices `
and ` and vertex B of the constant gadget, which is generated by the constant mapping
fconst, symbolized in Figure 27.

At last, we have the clause gadget. The mapping fC,V maps the clause to six vertices,
which are depicted as circles in Figure 28. The mapping fC,E maps the clause to the edges
as shown as solid edges in Figure 28. The dashed vertices are part of different literal gadgets
and the vertices F and B and the three dashed edges are from the constant gadget.

Overall, all vertices and edges are either generated by the constant function or are attrib-
utable to exactly one literal or one clause of the 3-Satisfiability-instance. Furthermore,
deleting a variable gadget or a clause gadget results in the correct reduction such that we
have strong modularity. Thus, the reduction fulfills the universal gadget reduction properties.

The solution size function includes all vertices in one of the partitions (the colors). Thus,
size(L,C) = 2|L|+ 6|C|+ 3 because every variable introduces two vertices and every clause
introduces 6 vertices. The 3 additional vertices result from the constant gadget. J

I Lemma 49. 3-Coloring is universe gadget reducible to k-Coloring. Furthermore, it
exists a solution size function for k-Coloring. It follows that k-Coloringm-HDRR with
Hamming distance over vertices is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. The reduction from k-Coloring to k+1-Coloring is easy to see. The graph
G = (V,E) for k-Coloring remains, whereby a vertex vnew is added and connected to all
existing vertices V . Thus, vnew needs to have a different color than all existing vertices in
V . This is a universe gadget reduction because the vertex vnew is a constant gadget and
every edge to vnew is part of the vertex gadget of v together with v itself. The pre-image
uniqueness and the modularity results from the one-to-two correspondence of vertex v and
the vertex gadget consiting of v and the edge {v, vnew}. The solution size function needs to
include the additional vertex vnew, thus 1 is added. J
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I Lemma 50. k-Coloring is universe gadget reducible to Clique Cover. Furthermore,
it exists a solution size function for Clique Cover. It follows that Clique Coverm-HDRR

with Hamming distance over vertices is ΣP2m+1-complete.

Proof. This reduction is analogous to the reduction from Independent Set to Clique due
to the fact that a coloring of a graph is a partition into independent sets while a clique cover
is a partitions into cliques. J

6 Prospect

We have defined Hamming distance recoverable robust problems with elemental uncertainty
and applied this concept to various well-known problems in NP. Further, we have defined
universe gadget reductions to build a framework for a large class of Hamming distance recov-
erable robust problems. The complexity results are that the Hamming distance recoverable
robust versions of NP-complete problems remain NP-complete if the scenarios are polynomi-
ally computable and that the NP-complete problems are Σp3-complete for a linear number of
xor-dependencies and Γ-set scenarios if 3-Satisfiability is universe gadget reducible to
them. Furthermore, multi-stage problems with m stages result in Σp2m+1-completeness if the
encoding of scenarios are a linear number of xor-dependencies or Γ-set scenarios.

Remaining interesting questions are whether there is a (light-weight) reduction framework
for other adversial problems or robustness concepts, for example for interdiction problems
or two-stage robust problems, to derive completeness for higher levels in the polynomial
hierarchy than NP. Furthermore, it is of interest whether this concept is adaptable to
problems with cost uncertainty and for other distance measures. A more special question is,
which succinct encodings also result in Σp

3-completeness or if there are succinct encodings
which result in the NP-completeness of the problem.
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